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Abstract
The agreement between string theory and field theory is demonstrated in the leading order
by providing the first calculation of the correlator of three two-impurity BMN states with
all non-zero momenta. The calculation is performed in two completely independent ways:
in field theory by using the large-N perturbative expansion, up to the terms subleading in
finite-size, and in string theory by using the Dobashi-Yoneya 3-string vertex in the leading
order of the Penrose expansion. The two results come out to be completely identical.
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1 Introduction and motivations
A very fascinating progress in computing three-point functions for N = 4 Super Yang-Mills
(SYM) operators has taken place during the last two years [1–31] The global aim of these
efforts would be to provide the full set of three-point correlators for arbitrary number of con-
stituent fields, number of colours N and t’Hooft coupling λ. Given the conformal invariance
of N = 4 SYM, this would be equivalent to a full solution of the theory. In fact, two point
correlation functions of local operators can be determined by the anomalous dimensions of
the gauge theory operators and all the higher point correlation functions can be reconstructed
using OPE’s with the three point function structure constants. This ambitious project is far
from having been completed. While we have a complete understanding of the spectrum of
anomalous dimensions of SYM operators, which can be extracted from the Thermodynamic
Bethe Ansatz of Refs. [32–34], there is still a lot of work to do to get an acceptable compre-
hension of the three point functions. Yet correlators in some specific sectors of the theory,
i.e. in several well-defined limits, have been obtained in the form of expansions in 1J (J being
one of the R-charges), 1N and λ
′ = λ
J2
, i.e. as finite-size, non-planarity and loop expansions
correspondingly. For some “protected” cases the results hold actually as exact ones. The
well-studied sectors of the theory are an important playground for getting a more complete
holographic understanding of the three-point functions. On the field-theory side the com-
putation of the three-point functions is available for small coupling and follows the planar
perturbation theory. On the string theory side two different approaches are feasible. One is
valid mostly for strong coupling and is based upon the semiclassical methods, which amounts
to a calculation of a world-sheet with three singularities that is equivalent to a three-point
correlator in the field theory. The other string-theoretical method is the string field vertex
construction, which on AdS5×S5 is only known in the pp-wave limit. An important feature of
all the three calculations is that there exists a limit in which all of them may be valid, namely,
in the so called Frolov-Tseytlin limit of small λ′ = λ
J2
[35, 36]. Expansion in λ′ resembles a
weak coupling expansion in λ, yet is not identical to it, since while λ′ is taken to be small, λ
can be either small or large. The Frolov-Tseytlin limit was originally conceived as a bridge
between weak and strong coupling for the non-protected operators in the spectral problem.
For the string states with angular momentum J on S5, the energies can be expanded in a limit
of large J around a BPS solution with λ′ = λ
J2
fixed. This expansion can then be compared
in the Frolov-Tseytlin limit to the loop expansion on the gauge theory side. The energies
match the anomalous dimensions of the corresponding operators on the gauge theory side up
to and including the second order in the expansion parameter, i.e. two-loops on the gauge
theory side, but the matching breaks down at three-loops [37]. In [38] it is shown that the
one-loop match is a consequence of the suppression of quantum corrections to the string near
the BPS point, allowing a regime where the classical action of the string is large even if a
weak coupling expansion in λ is considered.
The first results for the three-point functions have shown that the leading order calcu-
lations in string theory and field theory do coincide, and this is already a non-trivial state-
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ment [9, 24]. However there are some cases where the gauge theory and string theory results
have structure similarities but do not match perfectly even at the leading order [13]. This
can be presumably interpreted as the inability of the basis chosen to describe gauge theory
operators to interpolate between weak and strong coupling.
Thus the aim of this work is to provide extra evidence for the gauge/string theory com-
parison in three point functions, using operators for which the gauge and string identifications
is very well established [39]. We perform in fact the analysis of the BMN [39] correlators with
all three momenta non-zero (the so-called fully dynamical correlators) in the Frolov-Tseytlin
limit. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first where this analysis is carried out
for the operators with all three momenta being non-zero.
To which of the classes – heavy, light or intermediate – do our operators belong to ?
Since ∆ − J ∼ √1 + λ′n2, at a fixed λ′ these operators represent an interesting example
of operators already heavy but still without an adequate semiclassical description: taking λ
large, the anomalous dimension ∆ ∼ J ≡ √λ/λ′ can be made scale as √λ. Thus we claim
that at a fixed λ′ our BMN operators are rather large. This will eventually, as we hope,
provide a solid ground to compare the correlator of the (field-theory/pp-wave string-theory)
BMN operators/string states with a semiclassical correlator of giant magnons, the latter being
the “heaviest” objects available in all possible senses of the definition.
It has recently been observed in [27] that there is a discrepancy in the next-order λ′
expansion for three-point correlators. The reason for this discrepancy is not yet known, it
might be due to the subtleties in the computation on the gauge theory side.
For example, an apparent mismatch observed in an early stage of three-point correlator
studies [40] was successfully resolved by finding a next-order in 1/N correction to the operator-
state identification rule – a mixing of single-trace with double trace operators was detected,
since the single-trace operators happened not to be the exact matches for the string states.
In any case, understanding the cause for this mismatch is of direct interest now. In doing
so, extra evidence from other states and sectors of the theory is of primary importance, since it
can possibly help us to distinguish between different causes: state mixing, wrongly interpreted
limits or, much less likely, some fundamental problems with the duality conjecture.
The work is structured as follows: in Section 2.1 we perform a field-theoretical calculation
of the correlator, and in Section 2.2 we compute the same correlator from string theory via
the Dobashi-Yoneya 3-string vertex using the asymptotic Neumann matrices in the pp-wave
limit and make sure the two results do agree. In the final Section 3 we comment on the
agreement between the two calculations and suggest possible future directions of research in
(dis)establishing the equivalence.
2 Correlators of BMN operators
Three-point correlators can be classified by the weights of the operators involved, these can
be light (L), intermediate and heavy (H). By definition, heavy state anomalous dimensions
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scale as
√
λ
∆heavy ∼
√
λ, (2.1)
“intermediate” states scale as
∆intermediate ∼ λ
1
4 , (2.2)
and the light states have
∆light ∼ 1. (2.3)
The three-point correlators are then classified in the simplest approximation into LLL, LLH,
LHH and HHH combinations. We can say we know almost everything about the LLL; cor-
relators from quite some time [40–50] the HLL correlators are a bit exotic, they are mostly
known from the gauge theory side [23]; the HHL starting from [3, 5] have recently been and
continue to be an object of thorough research on both integrability/field theory and string
theory sides; there have been some very promising attempts to construct also HHH correlators
both from string [21, 25, 51, 52] and gauge theory sides [9, 26, 29–31].
The object of our novel analysis are the fully dynamical correlators of three BMN opera-
tors. They take an intermediate position between the heavy and the light operators, since on
the one hand they do not possess a proper semiclassical description, on the other hand at con-
stant λ′ they scale as heavy operators. Thus, for large and small λ they make a perfect bridge
towards the yet undisclosed domain of the HHH correlators made of three giant magnons.
For some reasons there is a gap in the literature for BMN state correlators. Namely, the
results for the correlators of two BMN with one BPS are abundant, whereas three BMN with
three non-zero momenta have not been calculated either on the gauge theory side (from the
1/N expansion of Feynman diagrams [40]), or on string theory side using Neumann matrices
provided by [53]. These are the calculations done in the sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively.
There are however already some very interesting results on BMN correlators. The topic
was started from the string-theoretic point of view in [51, 53–62] and from field theory in [40,
63, 64]. The three-point functions for two dynamical BMN and one static (zero-momentum)
operators on the field theory side up to first order in λ′ were calculated in [65]. Full agreement
with string theory has been found. An “intermediate-intermediate-intermediate” correlator
of BMN vacuum, BMN fermion-and-scalar excitation, BMN fermion-and-scalar-and-an-R-
charge excitation was calculated by Dobashi in [66] who pointed out the equality between
string and gauge theory results.
2.1 BMN correlators from field theory
Here we consider the computation of the three-point correlation function of BMN operators
with non-zero momentum in the weak coupling leading order in 1/N , the leading and the
next-to-leading order in the 1/J expansion. The operators we are interested in are single
trace scalar operators defined as
OJij,n =
1√
JNJ+2
J∑
l=0
Tr
(
φiZ
lφjZ
J−l
)
ψn,l, (2.4)
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which belong to the three irreducible representations of SO(4)
4⊗ 4 = 1 + 6 + 9, (2.5)
where 1 is the trace (T), 6 is the antisymmetric (A), 9 is the symmetric traceless represen-
tation (S). The orthonormal basis therefore is
Aij =
1√
2
(Oij −Oji) ,
Sii =
2√
3
(Oii − 14∑i′ Oi′i′) ,
S˜ij =
1√
2
(Oij +Oji) ,
T = 12
∑
i′ Oi′i′ .
(2.6)
To simplify the notation we omit the momentum indices ni. We shall be interested in the
leading-order 1/N behavior solely, therefore, we do not take into account the mixing of single-
trace with double trace operators that takes place at the next-order. The wave-functions for
different representations are
ψSn,l = cos
(2l+1)pin
J+1 ,
ψAn,l = sin
2(l+1)pin
J+2 ,
ψTn,l = cos
(2l+3)pin
J+3 .
(2.7)
We consider the correlation function of three BMN fully dynamical operators which is given
by
CJ1J2Ji1j1,n1;i2j2,n2;i3j3,n3 = 〈OJ1i1j1,n1OJ2i2j2,n2O¯Ji3j3,n3〉, (2.8)
where no extra overall normalization has been introduced since the operators OJij,n are already
unity-normalized. We denote the correlator of three BMN operators taken with non-zero mo-
mentum as “fully dynamical”, unlike e.g. the three-point correlator mentioned in [40], which,
having one vanishing momentum, can be denoted as “partially dynamical”, being a correlator
of two BMN and one chiral primary. As already mentioned, the obvious generalization to
a fully dynamical correlator has not yet been considered in the literature. The R-charges J
have to be conserved, therefore J = J1 +J2. For convenience below we shall use the notation
J1 = rJ, J2 = (1− r)J, (2.9)
where the parameter r is understood as a finite fixed quantity, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, and we consider the
large J limit. We are interested only in the contribution to the 3-point correlation function
coming from the connected diagrams. An example of such a diagram is given in Fig. (1).
This diagram is evaluated as prescribed in [40]. One first contracts the impurity operators
and this leads to two decoupled single-trace vacuum diagrams, as that shown in Fig. (2),
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Figure 1. Connected diagrams contributing to the three-point function.
and its counterparts with respect to the transformation l → J − l. The diagram Fig. (2)
corresponds to the quantity〈
Tr
(
Z l1Z l2Z¯ l3
)
Tr
(
ZJ1−l1ZJ2−l2Z¯J−l3
)〉
. (2.10)
The l1(J1 − l1) and l2(J2 − l2) Z-operators are separated to recall from which operators they
originally came from. Since we work in the leading-order approximation in 1/N , the diagram
is evaluated as disconnected and simply equals to NJ+2. Disconnectedness of this diagram
imposes the condition l3 = l1 + l2. There are 4 diagrams in total like those in Fig. (2). Let
the diagram in Fig. (2) be equal to f(l1, l2, l3). The full contribution to the correlator is then
CIJK ∼ f(l1, l2, l1+l2)+f(l1, l2, J1−l1+l2)+f(l1, l2, J2+l1−l2)+f(l1, l2, J−l1−l2). (2.11)
The answer for the correlator is given by a convolution of the three corresponding wave-
functions with this expression.
Due to SO(4) charge conservation there are two possible types of the (i1j1)(i2j2)(i3j3)
indices that can contribute, as shown in Fig. (3): (ii), (ii), (ii) (Fig. (a)) and (ii)(ij)(ij) (Fig.
(b)).
There are four SO(4) irrep structures corresponding to Fig. (3) (a): SSS, SST, STT, TTT
and six SO(4) irrep structures corresponding to Fig. (3) (b): SS˜S˜, SS˜A, SAA, T S˜S˜, T S˜A, TAA.
The irrep combinatorics is supplemented by permutations of n1, n2, n3. Since n1 ↔ n2, J1 ↔
J2 is a trivial symmetry of the three-point function under consideration, the total amount
of combinations can be handled, and we do not show the correlators that differ only by a
permutation of the two first operators. In Table 1 we list all of the remaining structures. The
first letter refers to the wavefunction with momentum quantum number n1, the second with
n2, the third with n3. One immediately sees that all correlators where the third operator is
an antisymmetric one vanish due to the property of the antisymmetric wave functions. Also
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l1l2
J1 − l1
J2 − l2
J3 − l3
Figure 2. Two decoupled single-trace vacuum diagrams, l3 = l1 + l2. The l1 (J1− l1) and l2 (J2− l2)
Z-operators are divided to recall from which operators they originally came from.
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Figure 3. Two possible types of the (i1j1)(i2j2)(i3j3) indices that can contribute.
the S˜ and S states after the internal ij lines have been contracted differ only by a constant
multiplicative factor. We can summarize the table (1) in terms of few simpler objects using
the orthonormal basis defined above:
SSS = 38n
3
scSSS ,
SST = 34n
2
sntcSST , TSS =
3
4n
2
sntcTSS ,
STT = 0, TTS = 0,
TTT = 4n3t cTTT ,
(2.13)
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Table 1. Possible configuration of the three-point functions.
SSS
SST, TSS
STT, TTS
TTT
SS˜S˜
SS˜A, SAS˜, S˜AS
SAA,AAS
T S˜S˜
T S˜A, TAS˜, S˜AT
TAA,AAT
(2.12)
SS˜S˜ = 12nsn
2
s˜cSSS ,
ASS˜ = 12nansns˜cASS , AS˜S =
1
2nansns˜cASS ,
AAS = 12n
2
anscAAS ,
T S˜S˜ = 4ntn
2
s˜cTSS ,
TAS˜ = 4ntnans˜cTAS , S˜AT = 4ntnans˜cSAT ,
AAT = 4n2antcAAT .
Here the norms are na = ns˜ =
1√
2
, ns =
2√
3
, nt = 2. The coefficients cIJK are defined
as the correlators of the operators: OI11 (where I = S, T ) and OI12 (where I = S˜, A). The
order of letters reflects the cardinal numbers of the momenta n1, n2, n3. Calculating the cIJK
directly we find that there are only four non-zero contributions: SSS, SST, TTS and TTT .
The correlators are known to us in the leading 1/N order and up to the subleading 1/J order.
Defining
cIJK =
J1/2
N
(
c0IJK +
1
J
c1IJK
)
, (2.14)
after the calculation we see that
c0SSS = c
0
SST = c
0
STT = c
0
TTT =
−4n23r3/2(1− r)3/2 sin(pin3r)2
pi2(n22 − (1− r)2n23)(n21 − r2n23)
, (2.15)
and for the subleading part one gets the structures
c1IJK =
1
pi2(n22 − (1− r)2n23)2(n21 − r2n23)2
c¯1IJK , (2.16)
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which for |n1| = r|n3| or |n2| = (1 − r)|n3| is singular since it is multiplied by the following
regular numerators
c¯1SSS = 4n
2
3(r − 1)r sin (pin3r)
(
pin3r
(
2r2 − 3r + 1) (n23(r − 1)2 − n22) (n23r2 − n21) cos (pin3r) +
+2
(
n21
(
n22
(
r2 − r + 1)+ n23(r − 1)3)− n23r3 (n23(r − 1)3 + n22)) sin (pin3r)) ,
(2.17)
c¯1SST = 4n
2
3(r − 1)r sin (pin3r)
(
3pin3r
(
2r2 − 3r + 1) (n23(r − 1)2 − n22) (n23r2 − n21) cos (pin3r) +
+2
(
n21
(
n22
(
3r2 − 3r + 1)+ n23(r − 1)3)− n23r3 (3n23(r − 1)3 + n22)) sin (pin3r)) ,
(2.18)
c¯1STT = −4n3(r − 1) sin (pin3r)
(
pi(r − 1) (n22 − n23(r − 1)2) (n43r4(2r − 1)−
−n23n21r2(2r + 1) + 2n41
)
cos (pin3r) +
+2n3r
(
n23r
3
(
n23(r − 1)3 + n22
)− n21 (n22 (r2 − 3r + 3)+ 3n23(r − 1)3)) sin (pin3r)) ,
(2.19)
c¯1TTT = 4n3 sin (pin3r)
(
6n3(r − 1)r
(
n21
(
n22
(
r2 − r + 1)+ n23(r − 1)3)−
−n23r3
(
n23(r − 1)3 + n22
))
sin (pin3r)−
−pi (n22 − n23(r − 1)2) (n23r2 − n21) (r2 (3n23(r − 1)2(2r − 1) + 2n22)− 2n21(r − 1)2) cos (pin3r)) .
(2.20)
Note that all four structures are different from each other in the subleading order. To make
some sense from these illegible expressions let us expand for small momenta, ni → 0. This
will correspond to the near-BMN limit. We get then
c¯1SSS = 4pi
2n21n
2
2n
4
3r
3
(
4r3 − 9r2 + 8r − 3) ,
c¯1SST = 4pi
2n21n
2
2n
4
3r
3
(
12r3 − 27r2 + 20r − 5) ,
c¯1STT = 4pi
2n21n
2
2n
4
3r
3
(
4r3 − 11r2 + 12r − 5) ,
c¯1TTT = 12pi
2n21n
2
2n
4
3r
3
(
4r3 − 9r2 + 8r − 3) .
(2.21)
The leading order part of our results resembles (perhaps not surprisingly) the expressions
obtained in [18]. Now one could consider comparing these expressions to semiclassical calcu-
lations. They must not necessarily coincide, since the above calculation has been performed
at weak coupling. Therefore such a comparison will be highly non-trivial. The closest objects
on the strong coupling side to our BMN operators are the giant magnons. They require a
full two-dimensional analysis of the worldsheet configurations, unlike the long BPS operators
considered by [18, 25] that effectively reduced the classical worldsheet to a combination of
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geodesics. We postpone this truly semiclassical analysis to a successive work, and now pro-
ceed in Section 2.2 to a doable yet nontrivial comparison with the matrix elements of the
string interaction Hamiltonian 3-vertex in the pp-wave limit.
2.2 The three-point BMN correlator from string theory
About a decade ago a very advanced technique was developed for calculating the light-cone
string-theory three-point matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian. The general idea of
the calculation is that a matrix element HIJK ≡ 〈IJK|H|0〉 is obtained from the construction
HIJK = 〈IJK|P |V 〉, (2.22)
where the exponential factor is
|V 〉 = e 12
∑
a,b,i,j N
a,b
i,j a
†
aia
†
bj |0〉 , (2.23)
the matrices Na,bi,j are the Neumann matrices, the indices a, b running through 1 to 3 and
corresponding to the states IJK, the indices i, j corresponding to the oscillator modes. The
most advanced three string vertex in the pp-wave limit [61, 62] was found by Dobashi and
Yoneya [59] as a linear combinations with equal weight of the vertices proposed in [54, 58].
The prefactor P is organized as
P =
ω1,n1
µr
(
2 + α†1,n1α1,−n1 + α
†
1,−n1α1,n1
)
+
ω2,n2
µ(1− r)
(
2 + α†2,n2α2,−n2 + α
†
2,−n2α2,n2
)
−
−ω3,n3
µ
(
2 + a†3,n3α3,−n3 + α
†
3,−n3α3,n3
)
.
(2.24)
Here µ is the expansion parameter of the Penrose limit, µ ∼ 1√
λ′
. The frequencies ω are
ω1,n =
√
n2 + µ2r2,
ω2,n =
√
n2 + µ2(1− r)2,
ω3,n =
√
n2 + µ2.
(2.25)
We do not discuss here the fermionic contribution to the prefactor, which caused a lot of dis-
pute in the literature, where at least three different types of vertices have been compared [62].
This discussion is so far irrelevant to us since all our states are bosonic. The matrices Na,bi,j
are taken by us from [53, 61, 62]. Their behaviour for the positive and the negative values of
the mode numbers is essentially different. For the positive modes m,n the leading-order in µ
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(up to O(µ1)) is
Nm,n =

(−1)m+n
2µpir − (−1)
m
2µpi
√
(1−r)r −
2(−1)m+nnr3/2 sin(npir)
pi(n2r2−m2)
− (−1)n
2µpi
√
(1−r)r −
1
2µpi(r−1) −2(−1)
nn(1−r)3/2 sin(npir)
pi(m2−n2(1−r)2)
−2(−1)m+nmr3/2 sin(mpir)
pi(m2r2−n2) −2(−1)
mm(1−r)3/2 sin(mpir)
pi(n2−m2(1−r)2) 0

.
(2.26)
For negative modes −m,−n the Neumann matrix becomes
N−m,−n =

0 0 −2(−1)m+nm
√
r sin(npir)
pi(m2−n2r2)
0 0 −2(−1)nm(r−1)1/2 sin(npir)
pi(n2(r−1)2−m2)
−2(−1)m+nn
√
r sin(mpir)
pi(n2−m2r2) −2(−1)
mn(r−1)1/2 sin(mpir)
pi(m2(r−1)2−n2)
2(−1)m+n sin(mpir) sin(npir)
µpi

.
(2.27)
The idea behind the comparison between the correlation function and Hamiltonian matrix
element is the conjecture
〈iHjk〉 ∼ µ (∆i −∆j −∆k)Cijk, (2.28)
where the correlator Cijk is exactly what we have just calculated in the previous section
Cijk = 〈O¯iOjOk〉. (2.29)
It is supposed that the string states are identified in some well-defined way with the single-
trace gauge theory operators. This is not really true [64], due to mixing with double-trace
operators 1, but we omit here this discussion, since in the leading µ and λ′ order it is irrelevant.
In the next-leading order in µ the operator redefinition will have to be taken into account.
When identifying gauge theory operators with the string theory states we should also note the
different oscillator bases used. Namely, the natural spin chain/gauge theory creation operator
is given by α†n, whereas the natural string theory operators are denoted by a†. The relation
between them is
αn =
a|n| − isign(n)a−|n|√
2
. (2.30)
String theory states in the matrix element H123 are defined as a
†|0〉. Field theory oscillators
in C123 are defined as α
†|0〉. With all normalizations taken into account, the conjecture (2.28)
will boil down to the following working formula that is given by Dobashi and Yoneya [59]
and rewritten in our notations at the leading-order in the large µ limit as (see their eq. (2.2),
(3.9))
C123 =
1
2µ
√
J1J2J
N
(
J
4piµ
)−1
H123. (2.31)
1We specially thank Gordon Semenoff for a discussion of this point.
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We have already taken into account here that ∆3 −∆2 −∆1 = 2. The matrix element H123
is organized as
H123 =
1
8
PN3, (2.32)
where we symbolically denote by P the prefactor contribution, by N3 the exponential con-
tribution; the 1/8 factor comes from the operator redefinition (2.30). For simplicity we take
the case of three similar excitations, like the SSS case in the previous section. Doing the
elementary algebra we get
P = 4, (2.33)
and
N3 = −N12n1,n2N23n2,n3N31n3,n1 −N11n1,n1N23n2,n3N23n2,n3−
+N12−n1,−n2N
23
−n2,−n3N
31
−n3,−n1 +N
11
−n1,−n1N
23
−n2,−n3N
23
−n2,−n3 ,
(2.34)
where we have taken into account the combinatorial factor 48 (8 possible choices of pairings
× 6 permutations), canceled with the factor 1/48 coming from the exponent. Noticing that
the piece with N11 exactly corresponds to a disconnected diagram, the connected sector,
equivalent to the diagram in Fig. (3) is simply given by
N3connected = −N12n1,n2N23n2,n3N31n3,n1 +N12−n1,−n2N23−n2,−n3N31−n3,−n1 , (2.35)
Gathering all the coefficients and expanding the product of Neumann matrices, we get
C123 =
−4r3/2(1− r)3/2 sin2 piny
pi2
(
n22 − (1− r)2n23
) (
n21 − r2n23
) , (2.36)
fully agreeing to the leading-order of our correlator in the previous section (2.15). This
agreement is the main result of our work.
3 Conclusions and outlook
In this work we have demonstrated that the fully dynamical correlator of three BMN states,
each with two impurities and with a non-zero momentum, as calculated field-theoretically
with the procedure of [64] completely agrees with the string-theoretical calculation of the
3-string vertex matrix elements, as proposed in [53, 56–59].
In [27] a remarkable discrepancy at the next order in λ′ was found for three-point corre-
lators from strings and from field theory. Our leading-order result establishes a firm ground
for the next order, a comparison which will be the next logical step to be done. Another
extension that naturally follows from our work would be to look at the finite-size corrections,
as done for the three-point correlators in [19, 67]. Finite-size corrections often do provide
non-trivial tests of the AdS/CFT correspondence, e.g. as for a different sector of observables
was done in our work [68].
While the two suggested further research directions – doing the next-order in λ′ and 1J
are in principle feasible, going along the path suggested in [5, 18, 25] and performing a true
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strongly-coupled semiclassical calculation in order to move to the giant magnon end of the
asymptotic space, would be a true challenge and a step into the terra incognita for our class of
states. One would certainly be interested in proceeding to the correlator of giant-magnon-like
heavy states with all momenta non-zero from our “heavy” (at fixed λ′) BMN ones. To achieve
that goal several conceptual problems have to be solved, the most important of them is how
to match the three giant magnons world-sheets2.
Such heavy-heavy-heavy correlators are certainly the most mysterious and the least
known beasts in the three-point bestiary. Yet taking the existence of a smooth transition
from giant magnons to simply heavy magnons, and the miracles observed for the correspon-
dence between small λ′ and large λ′ expansions, our calculations would provide at least a
starting point for comparison of correlators of three giant magnons. In view of the alleged
universality of λ′ asymptotics for both large and small λ, the asymptotic way to the semiclassic
regime seems to be feasible.
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